UPON APPLICATION.

AMOUNT OF DOOR SWING WILL VARY DEPENDING ONLY

8" [203] MIN OPENING FOR DOORS HELD AT 90° USING STANDARD SUPPLIED EQUIPMENT ONLY

LOCATION OF CONDUIT SHOULD BE APPROX. 7/8" [22] FROM INTERSECTION OF TWO ARCS.

LOCATION OF CONDUIT

NOTE:

1. WHEN MOUNTING IN DOUBLE FLOOR MOUNT, THE MAXIMUM SWING FOR BOTH DOORS CAN BE NO MORE THAN 105°.
2. EXTENSION RODS MAY BE USED IN CASES WHERE CERTAIN OPENINGS NEED TO BE OBTAINED.

DOOR (2) ARC LENGTH

HINGE PIVOTS

WALL

CONDUIT LOCATION

DOOR (1) ARC LENGTH

DOOR WIDTH (IN INCHES)

1. MEASURE DOOR WIDTH.
2. CALCULATE RADIUS BY SUBTRACTING 6" [152] FROM DOOR WIDTH.
3. USING THE HINGES AS PIVOT POINTS, DRAW AN ARC USING THE CALCULATED VALUES FROM STEP 2.
4. INSTALL CONDUIT.

DIMENSIONS IN [ ] ARE IN MILLIMETERS.

HAGER RESERVES THE RIGHT TO MAKE DESIGN CHANGES WITHOUT NOTICE. CALL HAGER ENGINEERING AT 1-800-325-9995 FOR THE LATEST REVISION DATE OF TEMPLATE.